Try some of these ideas for final projects!

**website**

GOOGLE SITES
Websites are highly organizational tools. They help students pull information together in sub-pages with headings. By organizing information for their readers, they’re also organizing it and making sense of it for themselves.

**podcast**

ANCHOR OR SYNTH
Students can plan the content. Divide it into episodes. Record episodes. Edit them to add sound effects and transition music. And, in some cases, produce the podcasts for the world to listen to.

**multimedia page**

ADOBE SPARK OR MICROSOFT SWAY
Creating a website can be pretty comprehensive. If you want your students to summarize everything on a single, attractive, multimedia-rich page, then some of these single-page web design tools may be a great option.

**curated collection**

WAKELET
Students could curate the best resources from the web that represent what they’ve learned. Then explain why these are good resources, why they represent what they’ve learned, and how what they’ve learned fits in the learning sequence.

**screencast**

SCREENCASTIFY
They let students avoid the nerves of talking in front of the class and focus on presenting what they know and have learned.

**infographic**

CANVA WITH NOUN PROJECT
Infographics are very brain-friendly. They create a powerful verbal/visual mix that helps encode information in students’ long-term memory.

**explanation video**

POWTOON OR MYSIMPLESHOW
Students can create short videos that demonstrate what they’ve learned. They can make voice-overs where they explain what’s being displayed on the screen.

Just for fun... try pressing CTRL + ALT + SHIFT + 0 on your Chromebook.